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State Space Modeling of
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Multistation Machining
Processes Considering
Machining-Induced Variations
In spite of the success of the stream of variation (SoV) approach to modeling variation
propagation in multistation machining processes (MMPs), the absence of machininginduced variations could be an important factor that limits its application in accurate
variation prediction. Such machining-induced variations are caused by geometricthermal effects, cutting-tool wear, etc. In this paper, a generic framework for machininginduced variation representation based on differential motion vectors is presented. Based
on this representation framework, machining-induced variations can be explicitly incorporated in the SoV model. An experimentation is designed and implemented to estimate
the model coefficients related to spindle thermal-induced variations and cutting-tool
wear-induced variations. The proposed model is compared with the conventional SoV
model resulting in an average improvement on quality prediction of 67%. This result
verifies the advantage of the proposed extended SoV model. The application of the new
model can significantly extend the capability of SoV-model-based methodologies in solving more complex quality improvement problems for MMPs, such as process diagnosis
and process tolerance allocation, etc. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4005790]
Keywords: quality improvement, variation propagation modeling, differential motion
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1

Introduction

Multistation Machining Processes (MMPs) are widely adopted
in manufacturing industry for fabricating parts. In a MMP, a variety of machining operations are used to remove material from a
rough-cast to achieve designated features and dimensional integrity. In order to ensure the modularity of the process, the machining operations are often divided into interconnected groups
and performed on a series of work-stations. At each one of
these stations, a workpiece is located and fixed by a fixture system according to a specific datum scheme to match part
specifications.
Product quality improvement, in terms of reducing the geometric and/or dimensional variations of key product characteristics
(KPCs), is essential, yet challenging for MMPs [1]. A quality
product can be obtained when the entire MMP works under normal conditions and only inherent variations of the process are
present. However, when assignable causes are present in a station
of a MMP, excessive variations will be induced to the features,
resulting in significant deviations from their nominal values [2]. If
some of these deviating features are used in downstream stations
as datum features, their deviations will be propagated and new
random deviations will be generated, even though there is no
more assignable causes present. As this scenario continues, the
random deviations will keep propagating and accumulating to
KPCs of final product. The evaluation of the KPC variations given
process variations is of great concern in quality improving efforts,
including product and process design optimization, in-process
monitoring, and process variation sources identification. To suc1
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cessfully implement these activities, it is desirable to develop a
mathematical modeling mechanism that explicitly describes the
intrinsic variation induction and propagation in MMPs.
Variation propagation modeling has received intensive investigation in the recent decade. Various propagation models have
been developed according to nominal product and process design
information and off-line analysis of quality-process interactions
and interstation correlations. For modeling the 2D variation propagation in multistation sheet metal assembly processes, Jin and
Shi developed the state space modeling technique [3], which was
further extended to 3D assembly processes [4,5]. For MMPs,
Huang et al. [6] and Djurdjanovic and Ni [7] investigated the 3D
variation propagation with an approximately linearized state space
model. Zhou et al. [8] further generalized the deviation representation and proposed a generic linear state space model-based on
differential motion vectors (DMVs). This generic model, named
conventional SoV model, hereafter, considers three types of variation sources that are related to: datum surfaces that are used for
locating the workpiece (datum-induced variations); fixture components that locate the workpiece on the machine-tool table
(fixture-induced variations); and machining operations that generate the cutting-tool path (machining-induced variations).
Recently, Abellan-Nebot et al. [9] demonstrated that overlooking
the machining-induced variations in conventional SoV models
may lead to inaccurate variation prediction. In an experiment of a
three-station machining process, severe cutting-tool wear and significant spindle thermal expansion were intentionally added to the
process. As a result, the model without considering such large
machining-induced variations resulted in prediction errors at a
level of 55.7%. Furthermore, the conventional SoV model
presents the machining-induced errors as a cutting-tool path deviation, without providing a generic and explicit derivation procedure. Consequently, it cannot be readily applied to address
key aspects of MMP design, such as evaluating the impacts of
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Fig. 1

Example of sources of variation in a MMP

cutting-tool wear or machine-tool thermal distortions on parts’
dimensional variability.
In order to illustrate the current limitations of the conventional
SoV model, we consider a two-station machining process shown
in Fig. 1, where a face milling operation is conducted at the first
station and the surface generated is used later as a datum feature
at the second station for an end milling operation. Considering the
dimensions d and e as two KPCs, it can be observed that besides
the variations of fixture locators, (i) and (iv), the machininginduced variation sources also affect KPC dimensional quality.
The induced variations include: cutting-tool wear-induced variations, as illustrated in (ii) and (v), and spindle thermal-induced
variations, as illustrated in (iii) and (vi). Note that only the variations of datum features are considered as the datum-induced variations (Fig. 1). For this example, it is worthy to note that
overlooking the explicit derivation of machining-induced variations may impair the prediction of the final product quality and
the quality assurance decisions made based on it.
In order to overcome these limitations, it is desirable to develop
a process-level methodology to include machining-induced variations from different sources in the state space model. According to
the literature, four main sources of machining-induced variations
can be distinguished [10,11], including: geometric-kinematic variations, thermal-induced variations, cutting force-induced variations,
and cutting-tool wear-induced variations. At station-level, many
research works have been conducted to model these machining
sources of variation [12–19]. In general, these models require the
experimental procedures since the model derivation depends on
specific machining operation conditions (cutting parameters, coolant types, machine-tool conditions, etc.). For instance, the evaluation of geometric-kinematic variations depends on positioning
errors, straightness errors and angular errors of machine-tool axes
and squareness errors between axes. These types of errors can be
measured with laser interferometers [14] or 3D probe-balls [15].
The evaluation of thermal-induced variations also requires an experimental procedure with the use of several temperature sensors
throughout the machine-tool structure [12]. Other machininginduced variations, such as those related to cutting forces and tool-

ing wear, require parameters of cutting-tool geometry and frequency response properties, which can be estimated from the
experimental data [13,16–19]. Figure 2 summarizes the required
parameters to model machining-induced variations and some
research works conducted for station-level modeling.
In this paper, a generic framework of the state space formulation
based on DMVs is proposed to explicitly model the induction and
propagation of machining-induced variations. In addition, an experimentation is designed and implemented to estimate the model coefficients corresponding to cutting-tool wear-induced and spindle
thermal-induced variations. The proposed model will provide quality
improvement practitioners with a more comprehensive tool for more
accurate and precise evaluation, and thus, more effective monitoring
and diagnosis of MMPs. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 introduces the formulation of the state space
model and the deviation representation mechanism adopted in this
paper. Section 3 presents the proposed generic framework for
machining-induced variation modeling, together with the detail
experimental procedure to model spindle thermal-induced variations
and cutting-tool wear-induced variations through flank wear and
spindle temperature measurements. A case study is conducted and
summarized in Sec. 4 for model validation. Concluding remarks
and potential model applications are discussed in Sec. 5.

2

Random Deviation Representation

In the conventional SoV model, datum-, machining-, and fixtureinduced variations are considered. These types of variations are
induced by and transmitted among seven key elements of machining
stations: (i) machine-tool structure, (ii) axes of the machine-tool, (iii)
machine-tool spindle, (iv) cutting-tool, (v) fixture locators, (vi) workpiece datum features, and (vii) manufactured features. Describing the
SoV is equivalent to representing the transmission and transformation of those types of variations among these elements.
2.1 Coordinate System Definition. In order to represent the
dimensional variations of the seven elements involved in the SoV
model, different coordinate systems (CSs) are defined.
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Fig. 2

Required modeling parameters for estimating machining-induced variations

2.1.1 Design Coordinate System (DCS). The nominal DCS,
denoted as  D, define the reference for the workpiece features during design. The definition of  D usually depends on the nominal
geometry of the part. It is usually defined at an accessible corner.
As this CS is only used in design, this CS will not deviate.
2.1.2 Reference Coordinate System (RCS). The nominal and
the true RCS, denoted as  Rk and Rk, respectively, define the reference for all the workpiece features (Fig. 3(d)) at station k. To simplify the model derivation, the Rk is defined the same as the local
CS of the primary datum feature at station k. In a 3-2-1 fixture layout, the primary datum is the main workpiece surface used to
locate the part at the machine-tool table [20].
2.1.3 Fixture Coordinate System (FCS). The nominal and the
true FCS at station k, denoted as  Fk and Fk, respectively, define
the physical position and orientation of the fixture device according to the fixture layout. Figure 3(d) shows the FCS for a fixture
layout based on the 3-2-1 principle.
2.1.4 Local Coordinate System (LCSj). The nominal and the
true LCSj at station k, denoted as  Ljk and Ljk , define the physical
position and orientation of the jth nominal and actual surface of
the part, respectively (Fig. 3(c)). For planar surfaces the Z-axis of
 j
Lk is commonly defined normal to the surface.
2.1.5 Machine-Tool Coordinate System (MCS). The MCS at
station k, denoted as  Mk, define the physical position and orientation of the reference CS for machine-tool movements. The origin
of the  Mk is located at the locating origin of the nominal
machine-tool table, with its Z-axis normal to the table and pointing upward, its X-axis parallel to the long axis of the table and
pointing to its positive direction, and its Y-axis defined according
to the right hand rule (RHR), as shown in Fig. 3(a). In this paper,
it is assumed that  Mk serves as the reference at station k and thus
will not deviate.
2.1.6 Axis Coordinate System (ACSi). The nominal and the
true ACS of the ith axis used at station k, denoted as  Aik and Aik ,
respectively, define the physical position and orientation of the ith
machine-tool axis. The origin of the  Aik is located at the geometrical center of the joint of the ith axis. For prismatic joints, the axes
of the  Aik have the same orientation as that of the  Mk. For revolute
joints, the Z-axis of the  Aik coincides with the rotation axis with the
same positive direction. Its X- and Y-axes are parallel to the axes of

Mk and their orientations are defined according to the RHR. For a

5-axis machine-tool, the ACSs of machine-tool axes are shown in
Fig. 3(a). The Aik is similarly defined for an actual axis.
2.1.7 Spindle Coordinate System (SCS). The nominal and the
true SCS at station k, denoted as  Sk and Sk, respectively, define
the physical position and orientation of the spindle during machining. The origin of the  Sk is located at the geometrical center of
the spindle and the orientations of axes are identical to that of the
Z-axis of MCS, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The Sk is defined similarly
for the actual spindle.
2.1.8 Cutting-Tool Coordinate System (CCS). The nominal
and the true CCS at station k, denoted as  Ck and Ck, respectively,
define the physical position and orientation of the cutter tip center
during machining. The origin of the  Ck is located at the cutter tip
center and the orientations of its axes are identical to that of the
Sk, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The Ck is defined similarly for the actual
cutting-tool.
2.1.9 Cutting-Tool Tip Coordinate System (TPCS). The nominal and the true TPCS at station k, denoted as  Pk and Pk, respectively, defines the physical position and orientation of the cuttingtool tip. The origin of the  Pk is located at the center of the cutting
edge that is used to generate a feature j, and the orientations of its
axes are parallel to that of  Ljk . Please note that, when machining a
feature j at station k, the cutting-tool tip removes material generating the machined feature which is defined by the Ljk . Thus, the
position and orientation of the Pk define the position and orientation of Ljk , as shown in Fig. 3(c).
The CSs defined above establish a generic framework for representing the variation induction and transmission along a chain from
the cutting-tool tip to the jth manufacturing feature, i.e., from Pk to

D. The whole chain is composed of two subchains. The first subchain, defined from  Mk to Pk, represents how machining-induced
variations deviate the cutting-tool tip w.r.t. the machine-tool CS
(MCS). The most common machining-induced variations are due to
geometric and kinematic errors of machine-tool axes, thermal distortions, cutting-tool deflections, and cutting-tool wear, which introduce random deviations to Aik , Sk, Ck, and Pk. The second subchain,
defined from  Mk to  D, represents how fixture- and datum-induced
variations deviate the workpiece location w.r.t. the MCS.
2.2 Variation Representation. The position and the orientation of a CS can be defined by a vector consisting of a positioning
vector and an orientation vector w.r.t. another CS. For instance,
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Fig. 3

Example of the CSs involved in a 5-axis CNC machine-tool


T
T T
CS1 can be defined, w.r.t. CS2, as r21 ¼ ðt21 Þ ðx21 Þ , where




T
T
t21 ¼ x21 y21 z21 and x21 ¼ a21 b21 c21 . This indicates that
the projections of CS1 on the three coordinates of CS2, X2, Y2, and
Z2, are x21 , y21 , and z21 , respectively. The orientation of the axes X1,
Y1, and Z1 can be obtained by sequentially rotating CS2 around Z2,
Y20 (after the first rotation) and Z200 (after the second rotation) with
Euler angles of a21 , b21 , and c21 , respectively.
Based on the CS definitions and the vectorial CS representations, the random deviation of an element involved in the machining process, e.g., a machine-tool spindle, can be represented by a
DMV [21] of its own CS w.r.t. another CS. For instance, CS1 is
the SCS of a spindle and CS2 is the MCS of a machine-tool. The
nominal position and orientation of the spindle of a machine-tool
are defined by r21 . The random deviation of the spindle w.r.t. the
machine-tool can be defined by the DMV x21 , where

T
x21 ¼ ðd21 ÞT ðs21 ÞT , d21 contains three small position deviations,

T
i.e., d21 ¼ Dx21 Dy21 Dz21 , and s21 contains three small orien
T
tation deviations, i.e., s21 ¼ Da21 Db21 Dc21 .
The DMV representation of random deviations among CSs creates the basis of the variation propagation model. The induction,
transmission, and accumulation of deviations are modeled along
the chain of CSs as a series of transformations of DMVs among

different CSs. These transformations are linearized by assuming
that the magnitudes of DMV elements are small and are mathematically represented by the following lemma [8]:
Lemma 1. Consider the CSs R, 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 4,
with CSs 1 and 2 deviating from their nominal positions and orientations. Noting the deviation of CS 1 w.r.t. reference CS R as xR1
and the deviation of CS 2 w.r.t. the CS 1 as x12 , then, the deviation
of CS 2 w.r.t. CS R can be formulated as

xR2

¼



R 12
0

T

!
  T   1 
 R 12  b
t  2 I 33 0

  1 T
0 I 33
R 2

xR1
x12

!
¼ T12  xR1 þ x12
(1)



where R 12 is the rotation matrix of CS  2 w.r.t. CS  1, I3  3 is a


3  3 identity matrix and t^ 21 is the skew matrix of vector t  12 .
The proof of this lemma can be found in [8], and it is shown in
the Appendix. This lemma is intensively used in this paper to
derive the deviation transmission among different CSs.

3

Extension of the State Space Model

Based on the vectorial deviation representation with DMVs,
variation propagation in MMPs can be described with a state
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Fig. 4

DMV from CS 2 to CS 1 if both CSs deviate from nominal values

space model [8]. The deviations that have been generated on a
workpiece after station k are represented as a state vector, xk,
which is a stack of the DMVs of all the manufacturing features.
Assuming that at station k there are M features on a workpiece,
and the deviation of the cth (c ¼ 1,2,…,M) feature w.r.t.
the RCS is represented as a 6  1 DMV, xRk;c , the state vector
T
T
T
is described as xk ¼ ½ ðxRk;1 Þ ðxRk;2 Þ    ðxRk;M Þ T , where
6M1
xk 2 <
. Denoting the datum deviation introduced from station k  1 as xk  1, the fixture- and machining-induced deviations
at station k as uk, and the deviations of the KPCs measured at station k as yk, the variation propagation model for an N-station
MMP is formulated as
xk ¼ Ak1  xk1 þ Bk  uk þ wk

(2)

yk ¼ Ck  xk þ vk

(3)

be built upon investigating the variations along the chain of CSs
from the TPCS, Pk, to the nominal FCS,  Fk, at station k.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the different CSs at
station k where a generic n-axis machine-tool is used. All the elements involved in that station are defined by their corresponding
CSs, composing a chain of CSs. Every nominal CS is defined
w.r.t. its previous nominal CS in the chain, through a homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM). Due to fixture- and machininginduced variations, the CSs are deviated from their nominals by a
DMV. Thus, at station k, the final cutting-tool path deviation

defined by the DMV xPFk k will be affected by the DMVs of all the
CSs in the chain. Applying Lemma 1 repeatedly, one can express

the total cutting-tool path deviation xPFk k as a function of all CSs’
deviations according to the following expression:

 n 




A
An
xPFk k ¼ xPMk k ¼ TCPkk  TSCkk  TSkk  xAMn k þ xSkk þ xSCkk þ xCPkk (4)
k

where k ¼ 1,2, … , N. In the station transition equation (2),
Ak1  xk1 represents the deviations transmitted by datum features
generated at upstream stations; Bk  uk represents the deviations
introduced within station k, including those from fixture locators and
by machining operations. In the observation equation (3), Ck  xk
represents the deviations of KPCs, measured from the manufactured
features. The terms wk and vk define the unmodeled system errors
(e.g., linealization errors) and the measurement noise, respectively.
In the conventional SoV model formulation [8], only the
fixture-induced variations and an overall cutting-tool path variations are considered in uk. In that model, uk is defined as
h
iT h
iT
uk ¼ ðukf ÞT ðukm ÞT ¼ Dlk1 Dlk2 Dlk3 Dlk4 Dlk5 Dlk6 ðukm ÞT , where
ukf is the deviation of the fixture components (Dlki is the deviation
of the ith fixture locator from their nominal position at station k),
and ukm is the overall cutting-tool path deviation that models the
overall deviation of the CS of the jth machined feature, Ljk , from

the nominal fixture CS,  Fk, i.e., xLFj k . However, this formulation
k

does not explicitly model any specific machining-induced variation, such as those due to geometric-thermal effects, cutting-tool
wear or cutting-tool deflections. In Sec. 3.1 , an extension of the
conventional state space model to incorporate machining-induced
variations will be proposed.
3.1 Framework for Incorporating Machining-Induced
Variations. In this paper, the manufacturing features are obtained
from material removal by the cutting-tool edge. Thus, the overall

cutting-tool path deviation of a manufactured feature, xLFj k , is equivk

alent to the deviation of the cutting-tool edge, represented by the



TPCS Pk, from the nominal fixture CS, xPFk k , i.e., xLFj k  xPFk k . In

where the DMV terms are linked with the following machininginduced variations:
(i) The geometric, kinematic, and thermal variations of

machine-tool axes are represented by a DMV, xAMn k , of the true
k
n

ACS, Ak , w.r.t. the nominal MCS, Mk. It is modeled as


k
1
xAMn k ¼ Bm
k  ½DT1
k

… DTmk

ðDrk ÞT T

(5)

The deviation at the nth axis of a machine-tool due to the thermal expansion can be related to the temperature deviations from
nominal values (cold conditions) at m different locations on the
machine-tool structure, i.e., DT1k ; …; DTmk . On the other hand, the
deviation at the nth axis of a machine-tool due to geometric and
kinematic effects is related to the deviation of the placement of
the workpiece on the machine-tool table. If the workpiece was
always placed on the machine-tool exactly at the same position,
the geometric and kinematic deviations would be negligible
since the deviation would be a constant value, which can be easily compensated. Thus, the geometric and kinematic deviation of
the nth machine-tool axis is a function of the deviation of the
workpiece placement from nominal values, denoted as Drk.
Please note that the nominal values of temperatures and placement of the workpiece should be defined for the linealization of
the geometric-thermal variations. As this paper is focused on
modeling and analyzing random deviations in MMPs, we discard
the systematic deviations due to linealization since they can be
1
compensated by calibration. The derivation of Bm
k is introduced
in Sec. 3.2.
(ii) The spindle-thermal variations are represented by a DMV,
An
xSkk , of the true SCS, Sk, w.r.t. the true ACS, Ank . It is modeled as

k

this context, the incorporation of machining-induced variations can
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k
2
xSkk ¼ Bm
k  ½DTs 

(6)
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Fig. 5 Relationships between the different CSs in a n-axis machine-tool

The deviation of the spindle due to its thermal expansion is a function of the spindle temperature variation DTsk . The derivation of
2
Bm
k is introduced in Sec. 3.3.
(iii) The cutting force-induced variations are represented by a
DMV, xSCkk , of the true CCS, Ck, w.r.t. the true SCS, Sk. It is modeled as
k
3
xSCkk ¼ Bm
k  ½DFx

DFky T

(7)

The deviation of the cutting-tool due to deflections is a function of
the variations of the cutting forces DFkx and DFky . The derivation
3
of Bm
k is introduced in Sec. 3.4.
(iv) The cutting-tool wear-induced variations are represented
by a DMV, xCPkk , of the true TPCS, Pk, w.r.t. the true CCS, Ck.
k
4
xCPkk ¼ Bm
k  ½VBij 

 ½DT1k … DTmk Dxk Dyk Dzk Dak
.
.
.
Dbk .. DTsk .. DFkx DFky .. VBk ij T

(9)

This formulation can be incorporated into the model (2), where
Bk  uk is defined as
..
.

Bkm   ½ðukf ÞT



..
.

ðukm ÞT T

(10)

k

equivalent to the DMV xPFk k in this paper. Therefore, the conventional SoV model can be extended by plugging Eq. (9) into Eq.
(10). The term Bk  uk in the extended SoV model is
.
..
..
An
1
2
. Ak5  TCPkk  TSCkk  Bm
.
Bk  uk ¼ ½Bkf .. Ak5  TCPkk  TSCkk  TSkk  Bm
k
k
..
.
k T .
3
4
Ak5  TCPkk  Bm
. Ak5  Bm
. DT1k … DTmk
k
k   ½ðuf Þ
.
.
.
Dxk Dyk Dzk Dak Dbk .. DTsk .. DFkx DFky .. VBk ij T
(11)

(8)

The deviation of the cutting-tool tip is a function of the cuttingtool wear at the cutting edge, VBk ij , where i and j indicate the ith
4
cutting edge of the jth cutting-tool. The derivation of Bm
k is introduced in Sec. 3.5.
Based on the elaboration of the four DMV terms, Eq. (4) can be
rewritten as
.. Ck Sk m2 .. Ck m3 .. m4

An
1
. TPk  TCk  Bk . TPk  Bk . Bk 
xPFk k ¼ ½TCPkk  TSCkk  TSkk  Bm
k

Bk  uk ¼ ½Bkf

and Bkf models the impacts of the deviations of fixture locators,
ukf ; Bkm is a selector matrix Ak5 , (see Ref. [8]), to specify the fea
ture machined at station k; and ukm is the DMV xLFj k , which is

A summary of the procedure to obtain the state space model
incorporating machining-induced variations is shown in Fig. 6. As
it can be noted, part of the procedure is based on the conventional
procedure to derive the state space model, as shown in Ref. [8].
The rest of the procedure is the proposed extension model where
each type of machining-induced variation is modeled and added
into the state space model.
Sections 3.2–3.5 elaborate the derivation of the DMVs and the
corresponding coefficient matrices, which are defined in Eq. (5) to
Eq. (8) by modeling each type of machining-induced variations.
3.2 Variations of Machine-Tool Axes. Machine-tools are
typically composed of a kinematic chain of multiple translational
and rotational axes that are designed to have only one degree of
freedom (d.o.f.) of moving. However, due to geometric inaccuracy, misalignment and thermal effects, all these axes actually
have deviations in three position d.o.f. and three rotational d.o.f.
Intensive research has been conducted to estimate the positioning
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Fig. 6 Summary of the procedure to derive the extended state space model

errors of a cutting-tool in multi-axis machine-tools using rigidbody kinematics and HTMs [12,15,22]. With these methods, the
position and orientation of each axis of a machine-tool, relative to
each other or to the MCS, is modeled using a HTM. After determining the HTMs of all the movable links, they are multiplied
successively from the last axis to the MCS, resulting in the actual
position of the CS of the last axis w.r.t. the MCS. Considering an
n-axis machine-tool, the final position of Ank w.r.t.  Mk can be
defined as
n
Y
 i1





A
Ai1
Mk
Mk
Mk
k
H Aki  dHAki
(12)
HAMn k ¼ H M
An  dHAn ¼ H A1  dHA1 
k

k

k

k

k

i¼2

k

k

where Hab is the HTM of CS b w.r.t. CS a, and dHab is the HTM
that defines the small position and orientation deviations of CS b
w.r.t. a due to the deviation from nominal values of b and a. With
the assumption of rigid-body kinematics and small-angle approximation, any differential transformation matrix dH

Ai1
k
Aik

can be gener-

ally defined as a product of three HTMs [12,15,22], i.e.,
1
1 0
1
ez ðiÞ ey ðiÞ dx ðiÞ
1 ezi eyi dxi
B
B e
1 exi dyi C
1
ex ðiÞ dy ðiÞ C
i1
C
C B ez ðiÞ
B zi
dHAAi ¼ B
C
CB
@ eyi exi
1 dzi A @ ey ðiÞ ex ðiÞ
1
dz ðiÞ A
0
0
0
1
0
0
0 1
1
0
ci
bi
xi
1 Et Et Et
B ci
yi C
C
B Et
1 Eai
t Et C
B
(13)
C
B bi
@ Et Eai
1 Ezit A
t
0
0
0
1
0

The first HTM describes the mounting errors of the ith axis w.r.t.
the (i  1)th axis. The mounting errors are position and orientation
errors due to assembly imperfections and they are independent of
the carriage position. Mounting errors can be represented by two

of three possible angular deviations exi (rotation around the Xaxis), eyi (rotation around the Y-axis) and ezi (rotation around the
Z-axis), and three offsets (dxi, dyi, dzi). The second HTM represents the motional deviations, which include the terms dp(q) and
the terms ep(q). dp(q) refers to the positional deviation in the
p-axis direction when the prismatic joint moves along the q-axis
and is a function of the position of the q-axis. ep(q) refers to the
angular deviation around the p-axis when the q-axis moves and is
also a function of the position of the q-axis. The third HTM
describes the geometrical deviations due to thermal effects, whose
pq
components are defined as Epq
t . Et includes scalar and positiondependent thermal components [12]. Mathematically, Epq
t is generally defined by the equation
pq
pq
Epq
t ¼ f0 ðT1 ; …; Tm ; tÞ þ f1 ðT1 ; …; Tm ; tÞ  q

þ f2pq ðT1 ; …; Tm ; tÞ  q2 þ …:

(14)

The term f0pq ðT1 ; …; Tm ; tÞ is a scalar thermal component that
models the position deviation of the p-axis when the q-axis moves
and it is a function of time, t, and the temperatures T1,…,Tm,
measured at different locations of the machine-tool structure. The
term f1pq ðT1 ; …; Tm ; tÞ  q þ f2pq ðT1 ; …; Tm ; tÞ  q2 þ … is a
position-dependent thermal component that models the position
deviation on the p-axis when the q-axis moves.
Equation (13) shows that geometrical deviations caused by kinematic and thermal effects may have nonlinear relationships. In
order to include these sources of variation into the SoV model, a
linearization should be conducted based on three important
assumptions. First, it is assumed that the geometric-thermal deviations are modeled when the machine-tool is warmed-up
adequately and thus, the effect of time on the thermal deviations
can be neglected. Second, it is assumed that the workpiece is
repeatedly placed in the same region inside the allowable work
space of the machine-tool table and thus, only small deviations at
the placement of the workpiece are expected. Third, it is assumed
that geometric, kinematic, and thermal deviations do not change
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Fig. 7

Experimentation to model machining-induced variations

drastically during the travels along any axis (the experimentation
in Ref. [12] holds this assumption). As a result, the geometricthermal deviations in a machine-tool axis can be linearized without significant loss of precision. Under these assumptions, the
motional deviations dp(q) and ep(q) are linearized as dp ðq0 Þ
dðdp ðqÞÞ
dðep ðqÞÞ
þ dq
jq¼q0  Dq and ep ðq0 Þ þ dq
jq¼q0  Dq, respectively,
where q0 is the nominal placement of the workpiece on the q-axis,
and Dq is the deviation of the workpiece placement on the
machine-tool table from nominal values along the q-axis. On the
other hand, the thermal-induced deviations Epq
t from Eq. (14) can
be linearized as
pq
pq
pq
pq
Epq
t ¼ C0 þ C1  DT1 þ    þ Cm  DTm þ Cmþ1  Dq

(15)

where Cpq
ðÞ are constants, DTq is the deviation of the cth temperature point at the machine-tool structure from its nominal values
Tq0 where q ¼ 1,…,m.
As a conclusion, the resulting position and orientation deviations

defined by the matrix dHAMn k , considering the linearization, can be
k
obtained from Eq. (12). This matrix will be defined in the form of
1
0



1
hAMn zk
hAMn yk
dAMn zk
k
k
k
C
B 


B h Mn k
1
hAMn xk dAMn yk C

C
B Ak z
Mk
k
k
(16)
dHAn ¼ B 
C


k
B
Mk
Mk
Mk C
hAn x
1
dAn z A
@ hAnk y
k
k
0

0

0

1

which can be further rewritten in a DMV as


k
k
k T T
1
xAMn k ¼ Bm
k  ½DT1 ; …; DTm ; ðDr Þ 
k

(17)

In Eq. (17), Drk denotes the deviation of the workpiece placement
on the machine-tool table along the nth axes. When a 5-axis
machine-tool with A-axis and B-axis is modeled, Drk ¼ [Dxk,
Dyk, Dzk, Dak, Dbk], where Da and Db denote the deviation of
the workpiece placement on A-axis and B-axis from linearized values, respectively. Please note that we discard the systematic deviations due to linealization such as the terms Cpq
0 , dp ðq0 Þ, eðq0 Þ, since
they can be eliminated by an initial calibration.
For practical purposes, geometric and thermal parameters
related to geometric-thermal-induced variations can be estimated
from the experimental data. Research works [12,23–25] show in
detail the derivation of these parameters.
3.3 Spindle Thermal-Induced Variations. The spindlethermal variations are an important contributor to the total thermal
variations during machining due to the large amounts of heat generated at high-speed revolutions [26]. Spindle thermal errors produce three positioning and two rotational drifts to the spindle CS

[12]. These errors are represented as the deviation of the  SCS
w.r.t. ACSn and are proportional to the increase of the spindle
temperature, DTs, from nominal conditions. At station k, this deviation is defined by the DMV

T
An
xSkk ¼ f1k ðDTsk Þ f2k ðDTsk Þ f3k ðDTsk Þ f4k ðDTsk Þ f5k ðDTsk Þ f6k ðDTsk Þ
h
iT
k
2
 Cfxk Cfyk Cfzk Cfak Cfbk 0  DTsk ¼ Bm
(18)
k  DTs
where fik ðÞ is a function that relates position and orientation errors
of Sk to the deviation of the spindle temperature from nominal
conditions. Cfik are proportional coefficients linearizing the fik ðÞ
functions and the f6k ðDTsk Þ is 0 since it is assumed that the cuttingtool rotations axis is Z. These coefficients can be obtained through
the experimentation.
The experimentation consists of milling different workpiece surfaces at different spindle-thermal states, as shown in Fig. 7(a). To
avoid fixture-induced variations, a workpiece with accurate datum
surfaces should be mounted on a 3-2-1 fixture scheme during the
entire procedure of the experiment. Several end milling operations
are conducted with new cutting inserts at different spindle temperatures. The end milling operations are defined to manufacture the
workpiece in the form of a “ladder” to make it possible to measure
the surfaces generated at each operation. The spindle temperature is
measured by a sensor of temperature. For each end milling operation,
the temperature of the spindle is increased by rotating the spindle at
a higher speed. After milling at different temperatures, the workpiece
is measured in a Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) and the
dimensional deviations of the milled surfaces can be linearly adjusted
with respect to the spindle temperature.
3.4 Cutting Force-Induced Variations. The geometric variations of the machined workpieces due to cutting force-induced
variations can be modeled by the cutting-tool deflection during
the machining process. Various methods for cutting-tools with different complexity have been applied to model the deflection
[16–18]. To represent this type of deflection and the corresponding variations with the SoV model, it is necessary to describe the
position and orientation deviations of the cutting-tool due to the
deflection. Assuming (i) the cutting depth of the finishing operations is insignificant compared with the length of the cutting-tool
overhang, and (ii) the cutting force acts at the tool tip, the cuttingtool can be modeled as a unique cantilever beam defined by the
equivalent tool diameter [18]. Then, the cutting-tool’s displacement perpendicular to the cutting-tool axis is proportional to the
cutting force, according to the equation [27]
dr ¼
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F  L3
64  F  L3
¼
3  E  I 3  p  E  D4

(19)
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where E is the Young’s Modulus for the material tool; L3/D4 is
the tool slenderness parameter, where D is the equivalent tool diameter and L is the overhang length; and F is the cutting force
perpendicular to the tool axis. Furthermore, the rotation of the
tool tip along axis h perpendicular to the cutting-tool axis is
defined as [27]
dh ¼

F  L2
64  F  L2
¼
2  E  I 2  p  E  D4

(20)

where F is the force exerted by the cutting-tool perpendicular to
the plane defined by the axis h and the cutting-tool axis. Thus, the
true cutting-tool CS, CCS, is deviated from the nominal  CCS due
to the cutting force-induced deflection. The deviation of CCS
w.r.t. SCS at station k can be expressed by the DMV as
k
3
xSCkk ¼ Bm
k  ½DFx

DFky T

(21)

3
where Bm
k ¼ ½C1 ; 0; 0; C1 ; 0; 0; 0; C2 ; C2 ; 0; 0; 0, and C1 and C2
are defined by the cutting-tool characteristics at station k by the
3C1
64L3
k
k
expression C1 ¼ 3pED
4 and C2 ¼ 2L . DFx and DFy are the variation of the cutting force in X and Y directions from nominal conditions, respectively.
The parameters required to model the force-induced variations
can be obtained directly by the geometry of the cutting-tool. For
example, the equivalent tool diameter, D, for end mills is considered 0.8 times the nominal cutting-tool diameter since the cutting
flutes reduce the resistant section [18]. In order to obtain the
Young’s modulus, an experimentation is required since the manufacturers of cutting-tools do not usually provide this value. In
[18], two experimental methods are proposed to obtain the value
of Young’s modulus for cutting-tools.

3.5 Cutting-Tool Wear-Induced Variations. Cutting-tool
wear is another important factor affecting dimensional part quality. Different types of wear can be defined in cutting-tools, such
as crater wear and flank wear, etc. Among them, the flank wear
(VB) is the most commonly measured tool wear in industry to
keep parts within dimensional specifications [28]. However, the
impact of VB on dimensional part quality highly depends on the
machining operation and the geometry of the cutting-tool. For
example, for those cutting-tools with a clearance angle of 6 deg
and a rake angle of 0 deg, the amount of displacement of the cutting edge due to wear on the flank was tested to be around onetenth of the width of the wear mark [29].
According to the CSs defined previously, the VB modifies the
geometry of the tool tip and causes the deviation of TPCS from

TPCS. The wear of the cutting-tool tip will result in a loss of
effective radial and axial cutting depth and, thus, generates dimensional deviations. In order to model the effect of VB on part quality, the following assumptions are considered: (i) flank wear is
homogeneous; (ii) there are no other factors, such as the generation of a built-up edge, on the cutting-tool edge; and (iii) the
cutting-tool edge is a sharp edge. Under these assumptions, the
deviation of the machined surface in its normal direction (Z direction of Ljk ) is formulated as follows:
dz ¼

tanðaÞ
 VB
ð1  tanðcÞ  tanðaÞÞ

medium size), the cutting-tool wear-induced deviation is modeled
as the DMV of Pk w.r.t. Ck, i.e.,
h
iT
xCPkk ¼ gk1 ðVBk ij Þ gk2 ðVBk ij Þ gk3 ðVBk ij Þ gk4 ðVBk ij Þ gk5 ðVBk ij Þ gk6 ðVBk ij Þ
h
iT
k
k
4
 0 0 CfVBij 0 0 0  VBk ij ¼ Bm
(23)
k  VBij
where gki ðÞ is a function that relates position and orientation errors
of Pk with the flank wear of the cutting-tool. In Eq. (23), VBk ij refers
to the flank wear of the ith cutting edge of the jth cutting-tool at the
kth machining station and CfVkB is a proportional coefficient that lineij

arizes the gki ðÞ function. The CfVkB coefficients can be obtained from
ij
experimentation. Note that cutting-tool wear can also generate tool
deflections due to the increase of cutting forces. These force-induced
effects are modeled in Sec. 3.4.
The experimentation to be conducted for modeling the variations
induced by the cutting-tool wear consists of the milling operations on
different workpiece surfaces at different cutting-tool wear rates, as it
is shown in Fig. 7(b). To avoid fixture-induced variations, a workpiece with accurate datum surfaces should be mounted on a 3-2-1
fixture scheme during all the experiment. Similarly, to avoid
thermal-induced variations, the spindle temperature should be kept
constant during the machining operations, cooling or heating the
spindle accordingly if the temperature varies from the nominal value.
In addition to this workpiece, a second workpiece is placed at the
machine-tool table in order to conduct continuous machining operations to wear the cutting-tool. The experimental procedure consists
of a cutting pass on the first workpiece with new cutting-tool inserts,
keeping the spindle temperature constant. Then, several cutting
passes are performed on the second workpiece to wear the cuttingtool. After that, VB is measured without removing the cutting insert
from the cutting-tool and the procedure is then repeated until the
cutting-tool is totally worn. Each cutting pass on the first workpiece
is conducted to manufacture the workpiece in a “ladder” form in
order to measure the surfaces generated by the cutting passes. When
the tool is totally worn, the workpiece is removed and placed in a
CMM using the same workpiece setup, and a linear regression
between the cutting-tool wear and the dimensional deviations measured can be fitted. From this regression, the proportional coefficient
fCfVkB g can be obtained.
ij

4

Case Study

To validate the extended SoV model, we consider the case
study on the machining of an Aluminum 6061 part shown in
Fig. 8. The three-station machining process is illustrated in Fig. 9,
with the datum features and the surfaces to be machined summarized in Table 1. The location of each fixture locator is given in
Table 2. The nominal position and orientation of each workpiece

(22)

where a and c are the clearance angle and the rake angle of the
cutting inserts. According to Eq. (22), dimensional deviations are
proportional to the flank wear magnitude and, thus, can be
described with a proportional coefficient for a specific cutting
operation and cutting-tool geometry [30].
Assuming that cutting-tool flank wear remains constant during
the same cutting operation of one workpiece (this assumption
holds in case that the workpiece to be machined is in small-

Fig. 8 Aluminum 6061 part investigated by the case study. Surface CSs from S0 to S8
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Fig. 9
Table 1

Station

A three-station machining process

Process description of the case study

Datum
features

Features
machined

Table 2 Nominal position and orientation of FCS w.r.t.  DCS
and fixture layout


ðxFDk ÞT

Cutting-tool
St.

1

S0  S4  S5

S2

2

S2  S6  S5

S1

3

S1  S4  S5

S3, S8

4

S0  S4  S5

CMM

ADHX 110305, PVD TiAlN
/ ¼ 24.856 mm, L ¼ 111.322 mm
ADHX 110305, PVD TiAlN
/ ¼ 24.856 mm, L ¼ 111.322 mm
ADHX 110305, PVD TiAlN
/ ¼ 24.856 mm, L ¼ 111.322 mm

Note: ADHX: Indexable inserts (manufacturer code); PVD: Physical
Vapor Deposition; /: Tool diameter; L: Tool length.

surface are presented in Table 3. After station 3, the machined
part is moved to the inspection station to measure the three KPCs
defined by the manufacturing features S2, S3, and S8. Note that
features S3 and S8 are generated by the same cutting-tool, but with
different cutting edges. S3 is generated by the primary cutting
edge, whereas feature S8 is generated by the secondary cutting
edge. To simplify the machining experimentation, the three
machining stations presented in the case study are defined with
the same machine-tool, cutting-tool, and fixture layout but with
different datum features, as shown in Fig. 9. In order to compare
both conventional and extended SoV models, five machining conditions were tested considering both fixture-induced and
machining-induced variations.
In the first experiment, a workpiece was machined according to
the process plan with minimum fixture and machining variations.
For this purpose, the fixture locators were calibrated on the
machine-tool table with a touch probe to ensure that the fixture assembly deviations are less than 6 0.015 mm. The machining operations were conducted with a spindle temperature close to 21  C.
The possible spindle temperature variations were compensated by a
linear compensation algorithm provided by the machine-tool manufacturer. To control the impact of cutting-tool wear effects, a new
cutting-tool was used in the experiment, whose dimensions were
also calibrated with a mechanical touch probe on the machine-tool
table. In addition, the workpiece clamping at each station was performed by a torque wrench to ensure a constant clamping force.
With these settings, the MMP should generate high quality parts.
The second experiment only dealt with fixture-induced variations,
keeping under control the machining-induced variations. The
experiment was conducted in a similar way as the first experiment,
except that some locator deviations were intentionally introduced, as
shown in Table 4. These locators deviations were measured on the
machine-tool table by a touch probe. For this experiment, the KPC
deviations are mostly generated by the fixture-induced variations,
and it can be adequately predicted by the conventional SoV model.
The third, the fourth, and the fifth experiments were conducted
to evaluate the effects of machining-induced variations. In these



ðtFDk ÞT

ðradÞ

ðmmÞ

1

[p/2,p,0]

[0,0,0]

2

[p/2,0,0]

[0,95,45]

3

[p/2,p,0]

Locators (mm)
L1x ¼ 10, L1y ¼ 30, L2x ¼ 50,
L2y ¼ 70, L3x ¼ 90, L3y ¼ 30
p1y ¼ 30, p1z ¼ 35, p2y ¼ 70,
p2z ¼ 35, p3x ¼ 50, p3z ¼ 20
L1x ¼ 10, L1y ¼ 30, L2x ¼ 50,
L2y ¼ 70, L3x ¼ 90, L3y ¼ 30
p1y ¼ 30, p1z ¼ 35, p2y ¼ 70,
p2z ¼ 35, p3x ¼ 50, p3z ¼ 20
L1x ¼ 10, L1y ¼ 30, L2x ¼ 50,
L2y ¼ 70, L3x ¼ 90, L3y ¼ 30
p1y ¼ 30, p1z ¼ 35, p2y ¼ 70,
p2z ¼ 35, p3x ¼ 50, p3z ¼ 20

[0,0,2.5]





Note: tFDk Nominal position of FCS w.r.t.  DCS; xFDk : Nominal orientation
of FCS w.r.t.  DCS
Table 3 Product design information. Nominal position and orientation of each feature
Feature
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8






ðxSDi ÞT ðradÞ

ðtSDi ÞT ðmmÞ

[0,p,0]
[0,p,0]
[0,0,0]
[0,0,0]
[p/2,p/2, p/2]
[0, p/2,0]
[p/2,p/2, p/2]
[0,p/2,p/2]
[p/2,p/2, p/2]

[47.5,47.5,0]
[47.5,47.5,2.5]
[47.5,42.5,45]
[47.5,90,40]
[47.5,0,22.5]
[0,47.5,22.5]
[47.5,95,20]
[95,47.5,22.5]
[47.5,85,42.5]



Note: tSDi :Nominal position; xSDi : Nominal orientation

experiments, the clamping procedure was kept the same as the
second experiment but other locator deviations were introduced.
In the third experiment, the temperature at the machine-tool spindle was increased to 25  C (DT ¼ 10  C) without using any thermal compensation algorithm so a thermal deviation was present at
all stations. The cutting-tool used was a new one in order to avoid
cutting-tool wear effects. In the fourth experiment, the cutting
operations at all stations were performed with a worn cutting-tool,
without thermal variations. The cutting-tool flank wear was measured at both cutting-tool edges, with the resulting values of 0.9
mm and 0.5 mm for the primary and secondary cutting edges,
respectively. Finally, in the fifth experiment, the spindle temperature was increased to 30  C (DT ¼ 15  C) and a worn cutting-tool
was used with a flank wear of 0.3 mm at both primary and secondary edges, keeping the same locator deviations as in the second
experiment. In the third, the fourth, and the fifth experiments, the
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Table 4

Experimental conditions

Exp

Error

Dl1

Dl2

Dl3

Dp1

Dp2

Dp3

DTs

VB11

VB21

ID
1
2
3
4
5

type
None
LC
LC and TH
LC and TW
LC, TH and TW

(mm)
 0.008
2 0.041
2 0.024
2 0.024
2 0.041

(mm)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

(mm)
0.012
0.096
2 0.037
2 0.037
0.096

(mm)
 0.018
 0.018
 0.018
 0.018
 0.018

(mm)
 0.004
 0.004
 0.004
 0.004
 0.004

(mm)
0.000
0.000
0.000
 0.00
0.000

( C)
0
0
10
0
15

(mm)
0
0
0
0.9
0.3

(mm)
0
0
0
0.5
0.3

Note: LC: Locator deviation; TW: Cutting-tool wear; TH: Spindle thermal expansion. Note that all deviations apply to stations 1, 2 and 3.

Fig. 10 Relationship between feature deviation and the spindle
temperature

prediction errors of the conventional SoV model are expected to
be higher than those in the second experiment due to the influence
of the machining-induced variations. Furthermore, in these experiments, the extended SoV model is expected to be more accurate
than the conventional model due to its ability to deal with the
machining-induced variations.
4.1 Results and Discussion. In order to integrate the
machining-induced variations, an experimentation for modeling
purposes was conducted according to the steps mentioned in
Sec. 3. For spindle-thermal variations, only the spindle thermal
expansion in Z direction was studied. The spindle temperature

was measured by a PT-100 sensor and the machine-tool was
warmed up by keeping the spindle rotating at 10,000 r.p.m. After
milling at different temperatures, the workpiece was measured in
a CMM and the deviations between the machined features were
linearly adjusted with the spindle temperature (Fig. 10). From the
experimental results, the thermal coefficients were adjusted as:
Cfxk ¼ Cfyk ¼ Cfak ¼ Cfbk ¼ Cfck  0 and Cfzk ¼ 0:0052 mm= C for
k ¼ 1,2,3. Note that the negative sign indicates that a thermal
increase impacts on the deviation of the SCS along  Z direction
of the SCS and therefore, along the  Z direction of the LCSj.
On the other hand, in order to model the cutting-tool wear
effects, several end milling operations were conducted with different cutting-tool flank wear values. The experimentation was conducted on a calibrated fixture device and keeping the spindle
temperature at 25  C. The end mill modeled was a cutter
plate with inserts ADHX 110305, PVD TiAlN. The resulting
linear relationships between flank wear values at primary and
secondary cutting edges and the dimensional deviation of the
machined features are shown in Fig. 11. From the experimental
results, the cutting-tool wear coefficients were adjusted to:
CfV1B ¼ CfV2B ¼ CfV3B ¼ 0:125 and CfV3B ¼ 0:135.
11
11
11
21
According to the experimental results, the quality of the machining operation is closely related to the cutting-tool wear, especially
for features generated by the secondary cutting-tool edge (e.g., the
machined feature S8). The influence of the spindle thermal expansion is also important since, with a reasonable thermal spindle
expansion of 65  C, a feature deviation around 60.026 mm is
expected. Other machining-induced variations, such as the geometric, kinematic, and thermal variations of machine-tool axes or
cutting-tool deflections during machining, could also be considered. However, for this case study, one can expect that some of
these sources of variation will be less important. For instance, if
the workpieces are always placed in the same region of the
machine-tool table, and the workpieces are small, one can expect

Fig. 11 Relationship between machined feature deviations and: (a) flank wear at the primary cutting-tool edge,
and (b) flank wear at the secondary cutting-tool edge
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Fig. 12 Comparison of the average prediction errors in the five
experimental conditions

that the geometric-kinematic variations during machining will be
low. On the other hand, if the cutting-tools used are cutter plate
tools, which are more robust than slender solid end mills, one can
expect that cutting force-induced variations will be lower than
those from slender solid end mills. In other words, the specific
characteristics of the machining operation have to be considered in
order to ensure that some of these machining-induced variations
are negligible in comparison with others.
After modeling the relationships between machining-induced
variations and part quality, the five experiments were conducted.
After each cutting experiment, it was computed the average prediction error of the three KPCs according to the estimations from
both conventional and extended SoV models. The average prediction errors of the five experimental conditions are shown in
Fig. 12. Analyzing the results from the experiment 1, one can
observe the difficulties to control all factors to ensure high quality.
In spite of the control of locator deviations, spindle thermal
expansion, cutting-tool wear, cutting-tool length and diameter calibration, and clamping deviations, the machined parts have still
uncontrolled sources of variation which produce an average prediction error of 0.010 mm. Mainly, these factors could be dimensional
deviations due to geometric-thermal effects on machine-tool axis,
cutting-tool deflections or workpiece deformations due to cutting
forces. For the second experiment, the machined part is deviated
from its nominal values due to the locator deviations introduced at
locators L1 and L3. The SoV model approximates the expected
part quality fairly well with an average prediction error of
0.019 mm, validating the model for propagating errors in MMPs
due to fixture-induced variations. The addition of machininginduced variations in the third, the fourth, and the fifth experiments
reveal the limitation of the conventional SoV model predictions
under these conditions. The extended SoV model is able to partially
deal with these deviations and reduces the prediction error considerably. As shown in Fig. 12, the prediction improvement in the third,
the fourth, and the fifth experimental conditions was 62.5%, 74.7%,
and 64.4% respectively, which means an average prediction
improvement of 67% with respect to the conventional SoV when
machining-induced variations are applied.

5

Conclusion

In spite of the success of the SoV approach for variation propagation modeling in MMPs, the absence of machining-induced variations in the model may be an important factor to limit the use of
this methodology for accurate variation prediction. In order to
improve the conventional SoV model, it is desirable to additionally represent the machining-induced variations in a comprehensive model. In this paper, a generic framework for incorporating

the machining-induced variations into the conventional SoV
model is proposed. This generic framework requires experiments
for the estimation of empirical models of machining-induced variations. Consequently, the approach is in particular interesting for
applications in mass production where the costs for the initial calculation of the models can be compensated by the reduction of
measurements of the variations during and after the multistation
machining process.
The proposed model is compared with the conventional SoV
model when different machining-induced variations are added in a
MMP. The machining-induced variations modeled and added into
the experimentation were related to spindle thermal expansion and
cutting-tool wear. Different machining-induced variations were
combined in the experimentation and the resulting prediction
errors from the extended SoV model were notably lower (67% on
average less) than those from the conventional SoV model, verifying
the potential use of the extended SoV model proposed.
A fundamental assumption underlying the proposed methodology is the small magnitude of the variations. The extended model
will keep under reasonable accuracy when the main sources of
variation present small deviations from their nominal values. The
study on the impacts of variation magnitudes on model accuracy
will be further investigated in future research. Following the proposed framework, additional types of machining-induced variations can be included into the extended model through the chain
of CSs that composes the machine-tool. Furthermore, the proposed comprehensive state space model can be applied: (i) to
improve the accurateness of the conventional SoV model by considering new sources of variations, and (ii) to solve some problems in MMPs that have not been investigated yet. In the first
application, conventional SoV applications, such as design evaluation of MMPs, tolerance analysis, and sensor placement, can be
significantly improved by considering more variation sources. In
the second application, the inclusion of these new variation sources can aid the investigation of new problems, such as machining
fault diagnosis, complete manufacturing tolerance allocation, and
new maintenance strategies integrating both fixture maintenance
and cutting-tool replacement policies.
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Nomenclature
CS ¼
DCS ¼
RCS ¼
FCS ¼
ACSi ¼
LCSj ¼
SCS ¼
CCS ¼
TPCS ¼
MCS ¼
d12 ¼

coordinate system
design CS, denoted by D
reference CS, denoted by R
fixture CS, denoted by F
CS of axis i, denoted by Ai
CS of feature j, denoted by Lj
spindle CS, denoted by S
cutting-tool CS, denoted by C
cutting-tool tip CS, denoted by P
machine-tool CS, denoted by M
deviations of CS 1 with respect to (w.r.t.) CS 2,
position
T
Dx12 Dy12 Dz12
1
s2 ¼ orientation deviations
T of CS 1 w.r.t. CS 2,
Da12 Db12 Dc12
x12 ¼ deviation
motion
 vector of CS 1 w.r.t. CS 2,

T
T T
ðd12 Þ ðs12 Þ
H12 ¼ homogeneous transformation matrix between CS 1 and
CS 2
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1. Noting
HR1 ¼ HR 1  dHR1 , we have

H1R ¼ ðHR1 Þ1 ¼ ðdHR1 Þ1  HR1 . Then, considering H12 ¼ H1R  HR2
we have


H12 ¼ ðHR1 Þ1  HR2 ¼ ðdHR1 Þ1  HR1  HR2

(A1)

As HR2 ¼ HR 2  dHR2 , Eq. (A1) is rewritten as


H12 ¼ ðdHR1 Þ1  HR1  HR 2  dHR2

(A2)

dHR2 ¼ I44 þ DR2

(A3)

Noting dHR2 as

where DR2 is the differential transformation matrix defined as

R
bR
DR2 ¼ h2 d2
(A4)
0
0
where hbR2 is the skew matrix of hR2 and it is defined as
0
1
0
hR2z hR2y
B R
C
hbR2 ¼ B
0
hR2x C
@ h2z
A
hR2y hR2x
0

(A5)

and considering the small motion assumption (then, D1R ¼ DR1 ,
as shown in Ref. [8]), Eq. (A2) can be rewritten as


H12 ¼ ðI44  DR1 Þ  H 12  ðI44 þ DR2 Þ

(A6)



As H12 ¼ H 12  dH12 , from Eq. (A6) we can derive dH12 as
 





dH12 ¼ ðH 12 Þ1  H 12  DR1  H 12 þ H 12  DR2  DR1  H 12  DR2
(A7)
Neglecting the second-order small values and re-ordering




DR2 ¼ ðH 12 Þ1  DR1  H 12 þ dH12  I44

(A8)

Considering the following properties of skew-symmetric matrices
ab¼b
ab

(A9)

a  b ¼ ðb
bÞT  a

(A10)

T

T

aA¼A a
A b

(A11)

where b
a is the skew-symmetric matrix of vector a, and  is the
cross product operator, then Eq. (A8) can be rewritten in a vector
form resulting in Eq. (1).
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